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ABSTRACT

Exccssivc moisture in some form is often the cause The results of many years of research by Forest
of cotidensation problems in a house or other structure. Products Laboratory and other scientists, together
Perhaps the most aggravating and also the most easily with their field experiencc in solving condensation

provonted are those cautsd by tho movomont of water problems, havo provided much vlduablo informntlon,
vapor through walls or ceilings. Such problems may This publication contains recommendations based on
result in excessive maintenance costs, such as the these data. In addition to good practices in the use of
need for frequent repainting. IIowever, properly in- vapor barrirs, insulation, and ventilation, other
stalled vapor barriers, in conjunction with proper u s o construction details are also described and illustrated.
of insulation, and adequate ventilation will avoid most Such practices followed in the construction of a new
of such difficulties, home can pay for themselves many times over in

reduced maintenance costs.

I-! •a : ... _[ IForeword

~eft

V'apb 1)arriorgOTh quato rosistncc, properly relduce the problems associated with inadequate
installed, are the most important factors in re- protection.
ducing the movement of water vapor through the lcause wood is so important a part of
walls and ceilings of a home. In cold weather, American homes, the research program of the
without some means of eliminatingthis movement Forest Products Laboratory has included studies
that results from vapor pressure differences, related to proper use of wood-based materials.
water vapor movIng through the.wall or ceiling In addition to the results of recent research,
will condense on a cold surface. Such condensation this publication contains Information from other
in the form of moisture or frost often causes papers now out of print. Included are U.S. Forest
problems which result in increased maintenance Products Laboratory reports originally prepared
costs. by L, V. Teesdale:

This publication shows howtocontrol condensa- FPL Report 1710, "*Remedial Measures for
tion and minimize problems by the proper use of Building Condensation Difficulties." (1947)
good vapor barrier materials and by adequate FPL Report 1196, 'Condonsatlon Problems in
ventilation practices. The modern house is well Modern Buildings." (1939)
insulated, has weatherstripped windows, and !s Data are also included from 'Condensation
much tighter than the houses our fathers livodin. Control in Dwelling Construction," originally
The vapor and air resistance of exterior wail prepared by M. E. Dunlap in 1949 forthe Housing
materials being used in modern construction and Home Finance Agency, Washington, I).C.
often trap condensed moisture in wall cavities. Some current publications of particular value
In homes having heating units which do not aid in are listed in tho 'Selected tllbllography" at the
ventilation of tOu living area, cold weather con- end of this report, Prominent hero is the ASIl L.\ H
densation problems may Ie amplified because of Ollandbook of Fundamentals, Heating, Ilefrigerat-
humidity buildup. Fu'thermoro, many heating ing, Ventilating and Air Conditioning."
units have humidifiers which Increase the relative A glossary of some condensation and housing
humiditics In the home. A combination of such terms Is also Included at the end of the report
conditions makes It even more Important that for the convenience of readers.
-ondonsation control lie practiced in order to
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INRODUCTON

Purpose and Scope ,Background

This publication is Intended to serve as aguldO In the colder regions of the United States--

for homeowners-- not only as a means of pro- notably where the January temperature averages

venting condensation problems, but also to better 350 F. or lower--the first signs of spring may

understand their cause. It contains information include dark stains on house siding and blistered,

and recommendations for correct methods of peeling paint. These often indicate a coldweather

installing vapor barriers, thermal Insulation, and condensation problem. The formation of icicles

inlet and outlet ventilators in new homes. Methods or an ice dam at the cornice of a house after a

which can be used to correct moisture problems heavy snowfall indicates another type of moisture

in existing houses are also included, problem that requires correction. Ineach Instance

The majority of the suggestions and recom- the culprit is condensation.
mendations are applicable to the typical wood- Condensation can be descrilxd as the change
frame house. This publication Illustrates use of In moisture from a vapor to a liquid state. In

typical ma'orials and does not Imply that other homes not properly protected, condensation
mpterials of equal quality and arrangement can- caused by high humidities often results In incon-
not he used successfully. Principles Involved( venionco and in many cases excessive malntenance

and procedures used to minimize the problem costs. Water vapor within the house, when wOre-

are equally applicable to commercial and farm stricted, can move through the wall or ceiling

buildings where conditions are similor to those during the heating season to some cold surface

In a home, whore It. condenses, collecting generally In the

Information is based both on research by form of ice or frost, During warm periods the

Laiboratory and other scientists and engineers as frost molts. WVhon conditions are severe, the

well as experiences providcJ by the building water from melting ice In the attic may drip to

Industrion and homeowners, the ceiling below and cause damange to the finish,

.,!,inttiInjl mt Mslkorn, Wig., In coonpeo tion with the (Iniversity of Wliconsln,



Moisture can also soak into the roof sheathing or loss. Moisture is attracted to cold surfaces and,
rafters and set up conditions which could lead to unless moisture movement Is restricted, It will
decay. In walls, water from melt.ng frost may condense or form as frost or Ice on cold surfaces.
rtu out between the siding laps and cause stain- Unfortunately from the standpoint of condensation,
ing or soak Into thosidingtandcausopaint blister- the more efficient the Insulation is In retarding
Ing and peeling, heat transfer, the colder the outer surfaces

Many of the wood and wood-base materials become and the greater the attraction for mois-
used for sheathing and ponel siding may sweil ture.
from this added moisture and result Ili bowing, Inexpensive methods ofpreventingcondensatior.
cupping, or buckling. Thermal insulation may problems are available. They mainly involve the
also become wet and provido loss resistance to proper use of vapor barriers and good ventilating
heat loss. Water held in the wall for long periods practices. Naturally It Is simpler, more Inex-
can also cause decay in the studs oa wood sheath- pensive, and more effective to employ these
ing. lf.ffloresccnce may occur on brick orstoneof during the construction of a house than to add
an exterior wall because of such condensation, them to existing homes.

'['he cost of painting and redecorating, and
excessive maintenance and repair calused by
cold weather condensation call be easily reduced
or eliminated when proper construction details
arc used. FACTORS IN THE CONDENSA TION PROBLEM

Condensation problems are not new but changes
In house design, materials, and construction me-
thods since the mihthJ riles have accentuated the Condensation will take place anytime the tem-

problems. Additionally, the relative humidity peraturo drops below dewpoint (100 percent
within newer houses is generally higher thatn i saturation of the air with water vapor). Commonly,
those houses built many years ago. Old houses under such conditions, some surface accessible
were usually large with high ceilings, had windows to the moisture in the air is cooler than the dew-
that were not weather-stripped, and their con- point and the moisture condenses on that surface.
struction details allowed air loss and air Infiltra-
tion. New types of weather stripping, storm sash,
and sheet materials for sheathing In now houses Types of Condensation
provide tight and air-resistant construction. Thus.
homes have not only become generally smaller Two types of cold weather condensation normal-
with less atmosphere to hold moisture but arc ly occur within a house. They can be classed as
also tighter. (a) visible and (b) concealed. During cold weather,

Estimates have been made that a typical family visible condensation is usually first noticed on
of four converts 25 pounds-" of water Into water window glass but may also be discovered on cold
vapor per clay. Unless this water vapor Is surfaces of closet walls and ceilings. Visible
removed in some way (vevtilation usually), It condensation might also occur In attic spaces on
will either increase the humlidity or condense on rafters or roof boards near the cold cornice
cold surfaces such as window glass. More serious, area (fig, 1) or form as frost, Such condensation
however, it can move in or through the construe- or melting frost can result In excessive main-
tion, often condensing within the wall, roof, or tunince such as the need forrofinishing of window
floor cavities. floating systems equipped with sash and trim or even decay. Water frommelting
winter air-conditioning systems also Increase frost In tile attic can also damage ceilings below.
the humidity. Another area whe e visible condensation can

In colder climates, new houses have from 2 to occur Is In crawl spaces under occupied rooms.
3-1/2 inches of Insulation in the walls and 3 or This area usuallycliffers fromnthose onthe interior
more Inches In the ceilings. However, this of the house anid Ii the attic because the source
Insulation causes the outer portions of the wall, of the molsturo is usually from the soil or ft'om
for example, to be colder because of lower heat warm moisture-lnden air which enters through

?Approximately 3 gallons.
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foundaItion vcntilators. Moisture vapor then con- Another factor in surface condensctlon is the
denscos on thc ctu,lci' surfaces In the crawlispace relative humidity of thc air near the condensing
(fig. 2). Such conditions often occur dluring warm surface. When the relative humidity of the inside
per110ios In latc spr'ing. atmosphere is increased, surface condensation

r r*I .--Ritkeni-d ofecvs on roof boar'(ls .,n(J raflers in att ic areca i ndki.atp stair, that
t -r'Pr~ed f rorl cotidors3 i on .rh i5 US -d I ' coulId be p rrventodl by vapor barrier in the

c ili nj c'nd good af i. 11I vsmtIlrIa ion. M 32640 F

Rep-roduced from
b.e~st available copy.

t- 1,i.'nrr n'lorI uur wi o f I r t n. hi craw;I 'jpai:'. A vapor bharrl-r aIrond)
-,irin [civii tit heaui t t-I , wot(.r vnpor movemont fromn iho ,oil and

1 iv1 hI J 11jI Inmid1 Iv of :rowl .parIcl .ni -tj;'~unnirfiaco (ondnnsniiion. I01 MbH
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Moisture Sources

0-- Interior.--Moisture, which is produced in or
.0 which enters a home, changes the rclatlve humidi-

".--- ty of the interior atmosphere. Ordinary house-
,0- : hold functions which generate a good share of

30 U0-40the total amount of water vapor include dish-
_ - washing, cooking, bathing, and laundry work, to

--- say nothing of human respiration and evaporation
Q.0 -A from plants. Houses may also be equipped with

central winter air conditioners or room water-

t . evaporators. Still another source of moisture
may be from unvented or poorly vented clothes

0  L-0 . 0 oo 0o Jo 40 dryers. Several sources and their effect in adding
ourvot rEfPFR~ruRe ,r)/ water vapor to the interior of the house are:

Figure 3.--ReIatlive humidity at which Pounds of water
visible condensation will appear on
Inside surface at a room temperature
of 700 F. M 139 218 Plants - 1.8 for each plant In 24 hours

Showers - 0.5 for each shower and
- 0.12 for each bath

will occur at a higher outside temperature. This Floor mopping - 3.0 per 100 square feet,
is illustrated by figure 3. For example, when each washing
Inside temperature is 700 F., surface condonsa- Kettles and
tion will occur on a single glass window (U = 1.13) cooking - 5.7 per day
when outside temperature is about -100 F. and Clothes (wash-
inside relative humidity is 10 percent. When inside ing, steam
relative humidity is 20 percent, condensation will ironing, drying) - 30.7 per week
not occur on the single glass until outside tem-
perature falls to about +7° F. When a storm Crawl space,--Water vapor from the soil of
window is added or insulated glass is used (U = crawl-space houses does not normally affect the
0.55), surface condensation Aill not occur until occupied areas. However, without good construe-
the relative humidity has reached 38 percent tion practices or proper precautions it can be a
when the outdoor temperature is -100 F. The factor in causing problems in exterior walls
above conditions apply only where stormwindows over the area as well as inthecrawl space itself.
are tight and there is good circulation of air on It Is another source of moisture that must he
the inside surface of the window. Where drapes considered in providing protection.
restrict circulation of air, storm windows are Water from construction.--People moving into
not tight, or lower temperatures are maintained a newly constructed house in the fall or early
in such areas as bedrooms, condensation will winter sometimes experience temporary moisture
occur at a higher outside temperature, problems. Surface condensation on windows, damp

Condensation in concealed areas, such as wall areas on cold closet walls where air movement
spaces, is usually more harmful than visible is restricted, and oven stained siding--all Indicate
condensation. Such problems often are first an excessive amount of moisture. Suchconditions
noticed by stains on the siding or bypaint peeling can often be traced to water used in the construe-
after the heating season. Water vapor moving tion of a house.
through permeable walls and ceilings is normally Basement floors, concrete walls, and plastered
responsible for such damage, Water vapor also walls and ceilings require a tremendous amount
escapes from houses by constant outloakage of water during their construction. While much
through cracks and crevices, around doors nnd of this water has evaporated fi'ini the surface
windows, anti by ventilation, but this moisture- after a month or so, the addition of heat aids in
vapor loss Is usually Insufficient to eliminate driving off more moisture as those elementa
condensation problems, reach moisture equilibrium with the surrounding

i1,1i, 132 4



atmosphere. rhis n~olsture creates higher than 7 ...-.....
normal humidities, and increased vapor pressures I

move the water vapor to colder areas in attics ore -60 ..
In the walls. t; { ,, ( P'OV -

A concrete floor in the basement of a small o .
home contains more than 2,000 pounds of water 40% M11 Vt HUM/Il,

S AUr4 o ,d/c/4I LY C10NMROALFI,-

when it is poured. The concrete basemcnt walls -'d Z
of this same home contain over 4,000 pounds of .11 +-4,,,ji I ,,4t'OF

water. If the house Is plastered, over 2,0 30 - ~1
pouils of water ,ire used. 'l'hus, it is often a , 01 , ,
commnon occurrence to have some molsture --- Z,, 1/*1 .

problems when a house Is Just completed. These ' -/

are normally corrected after the first heating 4 /0
season. However, several m,thods may be used • -

to reduce this excessive moisture. Perhaps the - .

IV -/O 0 10 V 10 4. O '0 602 f 0simplest is to heat and w-ntilate a now house so u, 1.5,01 #, ,F

that excessive moisture is dissipatOd outdoors
before the occupants move In. Figure 4.--Relatlon of normal humiditý

Miseellaneous.--There are other sources of within a house to outside te,'oerature.

moisture, often unsuspected, which could be the , 81281 F

cause of condensation problems. One such source
can be a gas-fired furnace. It is desirable to maintain a high relative humidity in an older
maintain flue-gas temperatures within the recom- house than a tight modern house. In houses where
mended limits throughout the appliance, in the winter air conditioners are used, automatic con-

Sflue, the connecting vent, and other areas: other- trols maintain the desired relative humidity.
wise excessive condensation problems can result. The older, loosely constructed house has more
It all sources of excessive moisture have been areas which allow the escape of moisture and
exhausted in determining the reasons for a con- consequently it would be more difficult to main-
densation problem, it is well to have the heating tain a particular relative humidity level within it.
unit examined by a competent heating engineer.

One factor which can Influence combustion in a
heating unit is the amount of air required. With- Vapor Barriers
out an ample supply of oxygen, gas (or other types
of fuel) cannot be completely burned. In the tight Many materials used as interior coverings for
modern house It is considered good practice, In exposed walls and ceiling, such as plaster, dry
forced air heating systems, to reduce relative wall, wood paneling, and plywood, permit water
humidity buildup by Introducing low-moisture vapor to pass slowly through them during cold
outside air Into cold air return ducts, weather. Temperatures of the sheathing or siding

on the outside of the wall are often low enough to
cause condensation of water vapor within the

Influences of Construction cavities of a framed wall. When the relative
on Condensation humidity or vapor pressure within the house at

the surface of an unprotected wall is greater than
There Is a distinct relationship in all homes that within the wall, water vapor will migrate

between indoor relative humidity and outdoor through the plaster or other finish Into the stud
temperature. The humidity is gencrally high space; there it will condense if it comes in con-
Indoors when outdoor temperatures arc high and tact with surfaces below its dowpolnt. Vapor
decreases as outdoor temperatures drop. This barriers arc used to resist this movement of
relationship is shown In figure 4 for (a) an old water vapor or moisture in various •rcas of the
house (loosely constructed), (h) anaveragohouse, house.
and (c) a modern house (tightly constructed). In The amount of condensation that can develop
other words, because of construction details and within a wall depends upon (a) the resistance of
other factors It would be much more difficult to the Intervening materials to vapor transfusion,



(b) differences in vapor pressure, and (c) time. tice to select materials with perm values of 0.25
Plastered walls or ordinary dry walls have little or less, table 1. Such vapor barriers can be a
resistance to vapor movemont. However, whentho part of the insulationor a separate filrm. Commonly
surfaces are painted, the resistance is increased, used materials are (a) asphalt-coated or laminated
High indoor temperatures and relative humidities papers, (b) kraft-backed aluminum foil, and (c)
result in high indoor vapor pressures. Low outdoor plastic films such as polyethylene, and others.
vapor pressures always exist at low temperatures. Foil-backed gypsum board and various coatings
Thus, a combination of high inside temperatures also serve as vapor barriers, table 1. Oil-base
and humidities and low outside temperatures will or aluminum paints, or similar coatings are often
normally result in vapor movement into the wall used in houses which did not have other vapor
if no vapor barrier is present. Long periods of barriers installed during their construction.
severe weather will result in condensation prob- Concrete slabs.--Vapor barriers under con-
lerns. Though fewer homes are affected by con- crete slabs resist the movement of moisture
densation in mild winter weather, many problems through the concrete and into living areas. Such
have been reported. Where information is availa- vapor barriers should normally have a maximum
ble, it appears that the minimum relative humid- perm value of 0.50. But the material must also
itics in the affected homes are 35 percent or have adequate resistance to the hazards of pouring
higher. concrete. Thus, a satisfactory material must be

Vapor barrier requirements are sometimes heavy enough to withstand such damage and at
satisfied by one of the materials used in a con- the same time have an adequate perm value.
struction. In addition to integral vapor barriers Heavy asphalt laminated papers, papers with
which are a part of many types of insulation, laminated films, roll roofing, heavy films such
such materials as plastic-faced hardboard and as polyethylene and other materials are commonly
similar interior coverings may have sufficient used as vapor barriers under slabs, table 1.
resistance when the permeability of the exterior Crawl space covers.--Vapor barriers in crawl
construction is not too low. The permeability of spaces prevent ground moisture from moving up
the surface to such vapor movement is usually and condensing on wood members, figure 2. A
expressed in upcrms," which are grains of water perm value of 1.0 or less is considered satis-
vapor passini through a square foot of material factory for such use, table 1. Asphalt laminated
pet, hour per inch of mercury difference in vapor paper, polyethylene, and similar materials are
pressure. A material with a low perm value is a commonly used. Strength and resistance of crawl
barrier, while one with a high perm value is a space covering to mechanical damage can be lower
breather." than that for vapor barriers used under concrete
The perm value of the cold side materials slabs.

should be several times greater than those on
the warm side. A ratio of 1 to 5 or greater from
inside to outside is sometimes used in selecting Moisture Content Relationship
materials and finish. When this is not possible
because of virtually impermeable outside con- An illustration of the effect of a vapor brrrier
struction (such as a built-up roof or resistant in an outside wall was brought out in an exposure
exterior wall membranes), research has indicated test conducted at the Forest Products Laboratory.
the need to ventilate the space between the In- It had been found that an excellent method of
sulation and the outer covering, However, few measuring condensation conditions was by deter-
specific data are available on ventilntion require- mining the moisture accumulation In vfood sheath-
ments for walls. Ing. A small test house contained sections of

Areas of vapor barrier use.--Vapor barriers sheathing installed in such a way that they could
arc used in three general areas of the house to be removed for moisture content determination
minimize condensation or moisture problems- and observation, The wood sheathing was condi-

MVlls, colings, floors.--Vapor barriers used tioned to 6 percent moisture contentbefore Instal-
on the warm side of all exposed walls, collings, lation. leadings were made at the top and bottom
and floors greatly reduce movement of water of each panel, as more moisture collects in the
vapor to colder surfaces whore harmful condon- sheathing at the bottom of uninsulated walls than
sation can occur, For such uses it Is good prac- at the top of stud spaces, In Insulated walls, the

I[i I, 132 6
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Figure 5.--Moisture content of wood sheathing at the top and bottom of wall panels in
the Laboraitory test house. The temperature within the house was mainlained mt 70* F.
and tho relative humidity at 40 percent. 1`1 139 213

higher moisture contents are found to be at the would result in even lower moisture pickupbythe
top of the stud spaces, sheathing. This indicates the need for a vapor

Figure 5 shows the average moisture contents barrier on exposed walls even when no insulation

of the test house sheathing from October to June is used in the stud spaces.
In three sets of typical wallpanels. The walls were

of conventional wood-frame construction with
gypsum lath and plaster, wood sheathing, asphalt- Exterior Materials

felt sheathing paper, and bevel wood siding with
two coats of exterior paint. Three panels had no Materials used on the exterior of walls, such

insulation and no vapor barrier in the stud space as sheathing, sheathing paper, siding, and paint
(A panels); three had fill-type insulation with no coatings, have an influence on the escape of water

vapor barrier (13 panels); and three had fill-type vapor which might reach the stud spaces. It is

Insulation with a vapor barrier (C panels). Three desirable to use materials and coatings in this

panels of each variable were used to obtain average location that will allow moisture to escape rather
moisture contents. The perm value for the vapor than hold It in. Exterior cover materials should

barrier was about 0.21 and for the sheathir:gpaper be far more permeable than Interior covering
about 2.5. unless the stud space is vent~lated.

The sheathing in panels reached an average Some of the materials normally used on the

moisture content of about 12 percent by December. outside of a house, and which can be considered
However, the sheathing rear the bottom of the wall as having a low resistance to vapor movements,
reached values well over 20 percent in the next are:

2 months. Sheathing in 3 panels reached an average Sheathing paper such as red rosin or low
moisture content as high as 47 percent and re- asphalt content felt (breathing types),
mained above 20 percent for over 4 months. C Wood siding, shingles, or shakos with stained

panels, with Insulation and vapor barrier, per- finishes,

forrfed well as the sheathing did not reach 18 Wood sheathing or sheathing-grade plywood
percent moisture content, It Is likely that a better sheathing (except those assembled with
vapor barrier with a pc-m value of 0.10 or less exterior glue),

7
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insulation board sheathing with light asphalt equipment. Furthermore, during the summer,

coating or light impregnation, thermal insulation provides greater summer
Gypsum hoard sheathing, comfort by slowing the movement of heat into
Masonry veneer (without coatings). Interior areas. This will also result in a lower

air-conditioning load when such equipment is used.
Materials which can be considered to have Types of insulation.--Normally, any combina-

moderate to high resistance to the escape of tion of building materials provides some insula-
water vapor are as follows: tion, especially those used in wood-frame con-

struction. V.hile plywood, conventional boards,
Wood siding with low-perm paint finish (2 to 3 siding, and other wood-base materials are usually
coats of white-lead base paint), much better insulators than many nonwoodstruc-
.'xterior grade or paper-overlaid plywood with tural elements, the use of these materials alone
paint coatings. is usually not sufficient in preventing excessive

Metal or plastic sidings. heat loss. Thus, some type of thermal insulation
Aluminum fo'L, plastic films, or asphalt- should be provided in walls, ceilings, and also in
laminated Ahcathing papers (nonbreathing floors of houses with unheated crawl-spaces."
types). However, it is not enough to say that a wall is

Any wood-base panel siding with high quality insulated because it contains some material sold
nonbreathing paint or film finish, for insulation- It is th() quality i. Insulating

value of the assembly that counts.
The perm values for some of these low, The relative value of thermal insulations is

moderate, and highly permeable materials and based on their heat conductivity, represented by
coatings are listed in table 1. the symbol k. This is defined as the amount of

It is not always possible, because of design, heat in British thermal units that will pass in 1
material selection, and other reasons, to have a hour through 1 square foot of material 1 inch
combination of exterior materials which allow thick per 10 F. temperature differdnce between
the escape of water vapor. However, this can be faces of the material. Flexible insulation in
compensated to a great extent by the proper use blanket and batt form is often marked with the
of a vapor barrier with a very low perm value, total resistance value represented by the symbol

.LL IR Is the resistance to heat flow and the

reciprocal of conductance. Thus, knowing the k
Thermal Insulation value of an insulation, the total It value for It can

be found by the formula:
Heat movemcnt.--'Thermal Insulation has a

major influence on the need for vapor barriers. 1
The Inner face of the wall sheathing in an It = x thickness of the insulatiox; , inches
Insulated wall, for example, Is colder than the k

sheathing face in an uninsulated wall and con-

sequently has a greater attraction to moisture. Such values are used in determining thq total U
rhus there is greater need for a vapor barrier or overall heat transmission coefflcent.,-
ih an Insulated .ill than in an uninsulated wall, The most common insulations used In the

Heat is transferred through a wall or other construction of houses are as followms
building component by (a)3 conduction, (b) con- l'il insulation.-- Fill insulation confists of
vection, nad (c) radintion.3 iloat loss through a granular fibrous materials used In bulk form,
wall may be by all three methods, intended to be poured or blown into place, It Is

In the winter, thermal Insulation reduces the commonly used in attic spaces above livingareas
rate of flow of heat from the home and thereby and can also be poured or blown intowall cavities
reduces the amount of fuel requi red, This provides of existing houses. A vapor barrier of some type
more comfortable living quarters than an unin- should be used under these conditions, Fill
suinted house and usess mal lor, lower cost honting insulating materials Include veryniculite, rock

-Lewls, Wayne C. ?tiormal InsulItion from Wood for Building.s: Effects of Moisture and Its Oontrol,
U,.,D.A. 'ore.O Servlce R•lsearch Paper rPL sr, r,'-est Products LaboratOrv, July 196.,
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or glass wool, and wood fiber, attic spaces aids in P.i aping the air moving and
Flexible insulation. - - Flexible insulation is preventing the accumulation of fr,'st or condensa-

supplied in blankets or batt form for use between tion on roof boards in cold areas. ODead' air
framing members spaced 16 or 24 inches on pockets in the attic can normally be prevented

center. Blanket Insulation moot often used in walls by good distribution of inlet ventilators in the
has a vapor barrier on one face and a light soffit areas. However, there is still a need for
covering on the other. Batt insulation usually has vapor barriers in the ceiling: ventilation alone,
a vapor barrier on one face with the insulation when insulation is used, does not prevent conden-
exposed on the other. Thickness may vary from sation prublems. A good vapor barrier is espe-
1 to 3-1/2 inches for the blankotand4 to 6 inches ainily needed wnder the insulation in a flat roof
for the batt insulation. Materials include cotWton where ventilation can normally be provided only
or wood fibers and mineral or glass wool. in the overhang.

A friction-type batt, usually supplied without Crawl space moisture, which results in high
coverings, is designed to fit lightly between moisture content of the wood members, can be
frame members. Separate vapor barriers are almost entirely eliminated by a vapor barrier
required when this type insulation is used. over the soil. When such protection is used, the

Rigid insulation.--Ibgid insulation consists of need for ventilation is usually red,,eed to only
insulating board, expanded plastic board, rigid 10 percent of that required when a suil cover is
glass board, and similar materials. Insulating not present.
board In thicknesses of 1/2 and 25/32 inch is During warm damp periods in early summer,
commonly used for sheathing. It is also used as moisture often condenses on basement walls or
above deck insulation in 2- and 3-inch thicknesses. around the perimeter of the floor in concrete

Expanded plastic insulations are 1/2 to 2 slab houses. Soil temperatures in the northern
inches thick and are commonly used for perimeter part of the United States remain quite low until
insulation around concrete slabs, as plaster base summer, and surface temperatures of the floor
over concrete block, and for roof deck insulation, or wall are often below dewpoint. When the

Reflective insulation.-- Reflective insulations concrete reaches normal temperature and the
are those that reflect heat to a high degree. atmosphere changes, such problems are normally
Pe.-haps the most common is aluminum foil or reduced or eliminated.
foil coatings on other materials. These reflective
surfaces must face an air space of at least 3/4
inch to be fully effective, A paper..reinforced GOOD PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS
sheet with aluminum foil on one or two sides,
foil-backed g-ypsum board, and foldout accordion
sections are the most common forms of this type
of insulation. Condensation Control Zones

The control of condensation through the use of

Ventilation vapor barriers and ventilation should bepracticed
regardless of the amount of Insulation used.

Ventilation used in proper amounts and locations Normally, winter condensatioti problems occur
is a recognized means ofcontrollingcondensation in those parts of the United States where the
in buildings. Inlet and outlet ventilators In attic average January temperature Is 350 F. or lower.
spaces, ventilation of rafter spaces in flat roofs Fijaro 6 ilhustrates this condensation zone. The
and crawl space ventilation aid In preventing northern half of tho condensation zone has a lower
condensation in those areas. By Introducing fresh average winter temperature and, of course, more
air into living quarters during the winter, some severe conditions than the southernportion. Areas
humid air Is forced out of the house while the outside this monu, much as the southeast and wost
incoming air has a low water vapor content, Well coastal areas and the southern states, seldom
Installed vapor barriers May ir,s. easo the need have condensation problems. Vapor barriers
for ventilation because little of the moisturegen- should be Installed at the time of construction In
erated can get out, 1I1 actually builds up, all now housts built within the condensation tone

The use of both Inlet and outlet ventilators In outlined in figure 0 and proper emtilation pro-

11



I!qt,'e 6.--W4!nter rondcnsat~on rroblems occur whereŽ the average~ tempte,'vture for JanL'ary
V• 750 r. o" lower. M. 139 490

ecdures should be followed. These will insure floor of a house with an unheated crawispace in
control over normal condensation problems, addition to the one placed on the ground). The

insulation, of course, is normally placed between
studs or other frame members on the outside of

Location of Vapor Barriers the vapor barrier. The exception is the insulation
used in concrete floor slobs where a barrier is

A good general rule to k'eep in mind when used under the insulation toprotectit from ground
installing vapor barriers in a house is as follows: moisture.
"Place the vapor barrier as close as possible Placement of vapor barriers and insulation in
to the interior or warm surface of all exposed ono-story houses are shown in figutre 7 (flat r'oof
wails, ceilings, and floors." This normally means and concrete floor slab) and figure 8 (pitched
placing the vapor barrier (separately or as apart roof and crawl space), Fltigro9 shows barriers
of the insulation) on (a) the inside edge of the and insulation in a 1-1/2-story houzse with full
studs Just under the rock lath or dry wall basement, F~igure 10 depicts a two-story house
finish, (b) on the under side of the coiling Joists with full basement, Other combinations of slabs.
of a one-ntory house or the second floor coilintg crawl spaces, and basements in houses with 1,
Joists of a two-story house, and (e) between the 1-1/2, or 2 stories, should tollo~v the same
subiloor and finish floor (or Just under the nub- general recommendations, Detailed descriptions

Pl'1L 132 12



AlN*~ ItNhI~RICII)IVgNTeLATOR

AA * INSULATION VENTILA '-ON

INLET
VENTILATOR

- ~. All /HARICRINSULATION-

,NmA IION .. L -

-VAPOR

Fi ur 7.--Location of vapor bairriers and AIE

insulaition In concrete slab and fiat--
deck roof. M 139 236 I

~~~~VENTILATOR I.I

Figure IO.--Location of vapor barriers
and Insulation In full two-story house

Swith banomentL M 139 226
INSULATION

SPACE VAPORIn the use of vapor banrriers will be covered in
r AR IER N.the following sections.

I fJ Concrete Slabs

Figue B--tcaton o vaor arrersA house constructed over a concrete blab must
Fagur insuloation of craworsbarrersf be protected from soil moisture which may enter

another one-story house. M 139 237 the slab. Protection is normally provided by a
vapor barrier, wvhicl, completely Isolates the
concrete and perimeter insulation from the soil.

OUTLET Thermal insulation of some type is required
VENTILATOR around the house perimeter in the colder climates.

not only to reduce heat loss but also to minimize
AIRWAY condensation on i e colder concrete surfaces.

INSULATION- Somo typo of rigid insulation impervious to
KN29WALL~.. moisture absorption should be used. Expandod

/ Li.plastic insulation such as polystyrene is commonly
used.

INLET One method of installing this Insulation is shown
VENTILATOR In figure 11. Another method consists of placing

it vertically along the Inside of the foundation wall.
noth methods require Insulation at tho nlab notch
of tho wall, In moderate climates the minimum
Wr value of the Insulation should be at least 2.0;
in coldor climates where temperatures reach

* 1 -200 F., an jjvalue of at least 3.0 is recommended.
If the insulation Is placed vertically, It should

Figure 9.--Locntlon of vapor barriers and extend a minimum of 12 Inches below the outside
lnmulation In l-l/2-ritory house with finish gr'ade, In the colder climate. a minimum
basemont. M 139 234 24-Inch width or depth should be used.



In late spring or early summer, periods of moisture. In nn unheated crawl space fhils usually
nigh humidity may causc surface eondensation consists of a vapor barrier over thc soil, together
on exposed concrete slabs or on coverings such with foundation ventilators. In heated crawl
as resilient tile before thc concrete has reachcd spaces, a vapor barrier and perimeter insulation
normal temperatures. A fully insulated slab or is used but foundation vuntilators airo PlIminatud.
a wood floor Installed over wood furring strips Unheated crawl space.--'fo provide r.-omjplete
nifnimldzes if not eliminates such problems, protection from condensation problems, thw con-

Biecause the vapor barriers slow the curing veiitional unheated crawl space usually ccantains
process of the concrete, final steel troweling of (a) foundation ventilators, (b) a ground cover
the surface is somewhat delayed. Vo not punch (vapor barrier), and (c) thermal Insulation be-
holes through the barrier to hasten the curing tweon the floor joists. F~oundation ventilators are
processi normally located near the top of the masonry wail.

In concrete block foundations, the ventilator is
often made in a size to replace -t full block,

Crawl Spaces figure 12.

Enclosed crawl spaces roquirte someprotetion
to prevcnt problems caused by excessive soil

FOUNDATION

RICGb INSULATION (19"2-C4)

FIUUII--inrit~ii tifor, of v~ipor barrlor uindar Loncrete rdkib. M 139 235
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SUBFLOOR -

--_ SH HEAr TI N

FLOOR JOISTS

FOUNDATION
VENTILATOR

MASONRY WALL

./">'> """ SLOPE SILL

S. •i • ,. FOR DRAINAGE

Figure 12.--Foundatlon ventilator M 139 233

The amount of ventilation required for a crawl pipes during winter months. It is common prac-
space is based on the total area of the house in tice to use a large vitrified or similar tile to
square feet and the presence of a vapor barrier enclose the water and sewer lines in the crawl
soil cover. Table 2 lists the recommended net space. Insulation is then placed within the tile to
ventilating areas for crawl space with or without the floor level.
vapor barriers. Insulating baits, with an attached vapor barrier,

The flow of air through a ventilator is restricted are normally located between the floor joists.
I)y the presence of screening and by the louvers. 'rhey can be fastened by placing the tabs over
This reduction varies with the size of the screen- the edge of the joists before the subfloor is
ing or mesh and by the type of louvers used. installed when the cover (vapor barrier) is strong
Louvers are sloped about 450 to shod rain when enough to support the insulation batt (fig. 13),
used in a vertical position. Table 3 outlines the However, there is often a hazard of theinsulation
amount by which the total calculated not area of becoming wet before the subfnoor is installed and
the ventilators must be increased to compensate the house enclosed. Thus, It is advisable to use
for screens and thickness of the louvers, one of the following alternate methods:

in placing the vapor barrier over the crawl- Friction-type batt insulation Is made to fit
space sll, adjohiling edges should be Uvpped tightly between joists and may be Installed from
slightly and ends turned up on the foundation wall the crawl space as shown In figure 14,A, It Is
(fig. 13). 'o prevent movement of the barrier, good practice to use small Odabs* of m~astic
It Is good pructico to weight down laps and edges adhesive to insure that It remains In place against
with bricks or other small masonry sections. the sublnoor. \fhon the vapor barrier Is not a part

An unheated crawl space In cold climates offers of the insulation, a separate film shouldbeplaced
Insufficient protection to supply and disposal between the subfloor and the finish floor.

In
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When• standarl batt or blanket insulationt con- Table 3.--Ventilating area increase required if louvers

taining in integral vapor barrier is not Ihstalled an5d cre nird ire used ini crawl spaces andattics
from above before the subfloor is applied, several at-tics

alternate methods can be used. Ifthe vapor harrier lo determine toll area of

and 1nclosIng paper W\e1a1p Is Strong ellOugh It Canl Obstructions in venlia t rs--t vnveltiltors, multiply rt,-
he Installed with a mastic adhesive In the same louvers, arid scruionn- :quired net arvalir ,qujr,-

manner as the friction type (fig. 14,A). Floor ----------------------------- ----------------------------

1/4-inch-meoih hardware cloth I

1 ible 2.--Crawl-spaco ventilation lltt-lnch-me,,. screen 1-1/4

t~ 4) 16-nresh I rmoct I (reomi
Rotio of total not Minimum number 2  (with or without pln
ventilating area of ventilators-

to floor areal... Wood louvers; and I/4-in•i-
-------------- -------------------- ------- mesh hrdwire clottmiS

Without vapor Wood louver!, and I/8-inch-
barrier I/150 4 mesh ',creeni 1/4

With vapor Wood louver", ,rlad tU. I6-meth
barrier I/I1bOO Insect ,cren

-The actual area of the vonti lators depends on the 1in crawl-spam" vermti laor-;, -in re.,. i-•mpimr..mmli '-f
type of louvers and size of screen used--see be larqer than 1/4 inch; it tic OHLIte'.. tY I,tinj0r

table D ,, than I/8t Inch.

±'-oundatlon ventilators sthould be distributed around i'nd r fur tim- det.ermined tv 'it ins mi fil,.,
foundation to provide best air movement. When two h,, mm and 77.
are used, place one toward the side of prevailing -If metal louvers havw drlp edod, teti, hl r-,tuee tih"
wind and the other on opposite side. openinq, u'- ,,ime ratio a'. ,hown for wmod hmuvmr..

VAPOR BARRIER

FLOOR FRAMING . •

INSU LATON

FOUNDATION''
VENT

B RICK FOR, HOLDDO'NN

".--- 
LAP SEAM

VAIOR BARRIER

rigure l ,,--V-¶if,or Utr rIIr for (:r•iwl I!:d,.'o (Jtounrl ur~w r), M 5 139 225
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... VAPOR BARRIER (USE
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JOIT-. -REFLECTIVE INSULATION

'I (SINGLE OR MULTIPLE)

ALLOW 3/4 MINIMUM SPACE

S$UBFLOOR

THIN BLANKET
INSULATION , AO

SBARRIER

B

Figjre 15.--Instal latlon of vapor barriers and Insulation over crawl space: A, Reflec-
tive insulation; and [3, thIn blanket insulation. M1 139 229

Heated crawl space.--One method of beating with an approved mastic adhesive. To protect the
which is sometimes used for crawl space houses, insulation from moisture and to prevent moisture
utilizes the crawl space as a plenum chamber, entry into the crawl space from the soil, a vapor
Warm air is forced into the crawl space, which barrier is used over the insulation below the
is somewhat shallower than those normally used groundline, figure 16. Seams of the ground cover
without heat, and through wall-floor registers, should be lapped and hold in place with bricks
around the outer walls, into the rooms above, or other bits of masonry. Some builders pour a
When such a system is used, insulation is placed thin concrete slab over the vapor barrier. The
along the perimeter walls as shown in figure 16. crawl space of such construction Is seldom
F'lexible insulation, with the vapor barrier facing ventilated.
tha interior, is used between joistsl at the top In crawl space houses, as well as other types,
of Lho foundation wall, A rigid Insulation such as the finish grade outside the house should be
expanded polystyrene is placed along the inside sloped to drain water away from the foundation
of the wall, extending below the groundline to wall.
reduce heat loss. Insulation may be held in place

FPL 132 18



•EIL IN, .R N AOSULATIO

(VAPORR BARRIER

ON INSIDE) ... O ISIE

RII INSULATIONE

.. ,." "(VAPOR BARRIER)

Figure Ib.--Inwt;1 Iltion of vapor birrler and ; nsul.ho 1,) hoated criwl space. M 139 239

Finished Basement Rooms Furring strips (2- by 2- or 2- by 3-inch mem-
bers) used on the wall provide (a) space for the

Finished rooms in basement areas with fully blanket insulation with the attached vaporbarrier
or partly exposed walls should be treated much and (b) nailing surfaces for interior finish, figure
the same as a framed wall with respect to the 17. One- or 1-1/2-inch thicknesses of friction-
use of vapor barriers and insulation (fig. 17). type insulation with a vapor barrier of plastic
When a full masonry wall is involved, several film such as4-milpolyethyleneorothermaterlals
factors should be considered: (a) When drainage might also be used for the walls.
in the area is poor and soil is wet, drain tile Other materials which are used over masonry
should be installed on the outside of the footing walls consist of rigid insulation such asexpanded

for removing excess water; (b) in addition to an polystyrene, These are installedwithathinslurry
exterior wall coating, a waterproof coating should of cement mortar and the wall completed with a
also be applied to the Interior surface of the plaster finish. The expanded plastic Insulations
masonry to insure a dry walls and (c) a vapor normally have n4,oderate resistaiwe to vapor
barrier should be used under the concrete floor movoment and rjquire no other vapor barrier.
slab to protect untreated wood sleepers or other When a vapor barrier has not been used under
materials from becoming wet. me concrete slab, It is good practice to place

19
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described in the next section. At junctions of interior partitions with exterior
Another factor in the use of flexible insulation walls, care should be taken to cover this inter-

having an integral vapor barrier is the protection section with some type of vapor barrier. For best
required around window and door openings. Where protection, insulating the space between the
the vapor barrier on the insulation does not cover doubled exterior wall studs and the application of
doubled studs and header areas, additional vapor a vapor barrier should be done before the corner
barrier materials should be used for protection post is assembled (fig. 18). However, the vapor
(fig. 18). Most well-informed contractors include barrier should at least cover the stud intersections
such details in the application of their insulation, at each side of the partition wall.

) I -•"H EADE R

TOP PLATES , "-,

SHEATHINGO
WINDOW FRAME

VAPOR BARRIER

STUD ;•/"STAPLE

S/ INTERIORi .. COVERIN

-FRICTION - TYPE• ". INSUL.ATIONS• (WITHOUT VAPOR
• • ",BARRIER)

"�," 'SOLE (BOTTOM) PLATE

Fi(pure 19.--InutalIIIng vapor barrinr ovrr Wrtc1l1on-typo li..uAI lun %envrlori l•i). M 139 223
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Friction-typo insulation.--Some of the newe.' material used in 8-foot-wide rolls. After insula-
insulation forms, such as the friction-type with- tion has been placed, rough wiring or duct work
out covers, havo resulted in the development of finished, and window frames installed, the vapor
,I new process of installing insulation and vapor barrier is placed over the entire wall, stapling
barriers so as to practically eliminate condensa- wheo' necessary to hold it in place. Window and
tion problems in the walls. An unlaced friction- door headers, top and bottom plates, and other

type insulation batt is ordinarily supplied without framing are completely covered (fig, 19). After

it vapor barrier, is semi-rigid, and rmndo to fit rock lath plaster base or dry-wall finish is

tightly between frame members spaced 16 or installed, the vapor barrier can be trimmed around

24 inches on center. "Enveloping' is a process window openings.
of installing a vapor barrier over the entire wall Reflective insulations.--Reflective insulations

(fig. 19). This type vapor barrier often consists ordinarily consist of either a kraft sheet faced

of 4-rail or thicker polyethylene or similar on two sides with aluminum foil, figure 20,A, or

SHEATHING•

S. 3/2MIN. SPACE

• l • • REF'LECTIVE

', INSULATION
N, (TWO SIDES)

S, , • • VAPOR

•j.J/II !' AHRIErR

Sxx• I INTERIOR

,~~STP~ COVERING 2" IN SC

xB
rlqu,• 0,- Insallng r flo flw In•ultI(n' A 51qln .•hofr~flcflo •o. lde ; 0

I!lu, 2, -- Ifistllnn rof, fl oct iv Insulla~ln. A, 51q r she t, of t v t

~~11 ,mI I i jllIfiri mln r jic m mm I I I d a .. .. -i 13 222I



the multiple-reflctive "accordion" type, figure rwo-story house.--Onc of the areas of it two-
20,13. Both tire made ý,. use between studs or story house where the require~menit of a vapor

Joists. To b)e effective, it is Important, in using ba~rrier and Insulation is often overlooked is at

such insulation that there is tit lcast a 3I/4-inch the perimeter area of the second floor floor Joists.

space between thc refiective surface andthewall, '[he space between the Joists -it the header and

floor. or coiling surface. Mien a reflective along thc stringer Joists should lbe protected by

insulation Is uBsed, it Is good practico to use it sections of b~att insulation which contain a vapor

vapor barrier over thle studs or- joist". The barrier (fig, 21). The sections should fit tightly

barrier should he placed over the f rame members so that both the vapor barriers and the insulation

just under the dry wall or plaster base (fig. 20.A). fill the Joist spaces.

Gypsum board commonly used as at dry wall A two-story house is sometimes designed so

finish can be obtained with an alumidnum foi' on that part of the second floor projects beyond the

the inside face which serves as at vapor harrier, first. This projection varies but is often abiout

A110n such material Is used. thle need for it 12 inches. In such designs, the projections should

scparatu vapor harrier Is eliminated, lbe insulated and vapor barriers installed as sho~wn

ýSECOND FLOOR

VAPOR BARRIER) LrOR

31ECOND FLOOR

s1.uISs

Figue ?,--npo barle9 fI NSILTkdIONoisieo w-or os.' 3 2
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in figure 22. be taken when placing the insulating batt to allow
Insulation and vapor barriers In exposed second an airway for attic ventilation at the junction of

floor walls (fig. 21) should be installed in the the rafter ond exterior wall.
same manner as for walls of single-storyhouses. Ins .ation in the knee wall can consist of blanket
This might include: (a) standard blanket insulation or batt-type inoulation with integral vapor barrier
with its integral vapor barrier; (b) friction-type or with separately applied vapor barriers, as
insulation with separate vapor barrier (fig. 19): described for first and second floor walls.
or (c) reflective insulation with the protective Batt or blanket insulation is commonly used
vapor barrier (fig. 20). between the rafters at the sloping portionof the

heated room, figure 23. As in the application of
all insulations, the vapor barrier should face the
inner or warm side of the roof or wall. An airway
should always be allowed between the top of the
insulation and the roof sheathing at each rafter
space. This should be at least 1-inch clear space
without obstructions such as might occur with
solid blocking. This will allow movement of air
in the area hchhnd the knee wall to the attic area

. Cabove the second floor rooms (fig. 9).
LBARRIE=R /;FLOOR,

INSUATIO -O Ceilings and Attics

Vapor barriers and insulation.--Insulation in
coiling areas nermally consists of the batt or
fill-type. However, to provide for good condensa-
tion control, a vapor barrier should always be
provided (fig. 24,A). When an insulation batt is

PROJECTION supplied with a vapor barrier on one face, no
additional protection is normally required. Place
the batts with barrier side down, so that they fit
tightly between ceiling joists. Batts with the vapor
barrier attached can also be stapled tothebottom
edge of the joists before the ceiling finish is
applied. At the Junction of the outside walls and
rafters, a space should always he left below the

Flq•aro 22,--Insulal Ion end vapor barrier roof boards to provide a ventilating airway (fig.
at e,ocond floor projectlon. M 139 227 24,B).

Ventilation.--Ventilation of attic spaces and
Knee walls.--In 1-1/2-story houses containing roof areas is important in minimizingwater vapor

bedrooms and other occupied rooms on the second buildup. However, while good ventilation is im-
floor, It is common practice to include knee walls. portant, there is still a need for vapor barriers
Those are partial walls which extend from the in coiling areas, This Is especially true ot the
floor to the rafters (fig. 23). Their height usually flat or low-slope roof where only a 1- to 3-inch
varies between 4 and 6 foot, Such areas must space above the insulation might be avanLd)le for
normally contain vapor barriers and Insulation ventilation.
in the following areas: (a) In the first floor In houses with attic spaces. the use of both inlet
ceiling area, (b) at the knee wall, and (c) between and outlet ventilation is recommended. Placing
the rafters. Insulation batts with the vapor barrier Inlet ventilators in soffit or frieo.e-hoard areas
facing down should be placed between joists from of the co01nice and outlet ventilator@ ls near the
the outside wail plate to the knee wall, The ridge-line as possible will assure air movement
insulation should also fill the entire joint space through a stack* effect. This in duo to the
directly under the knee wall (fig. 23). Care should differonce in height between Inlet and outlet
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Figure 23.--Installing vapor barrier and Insulation In knee-wall areas of 1-1/2-story
house. M 139 232

ventilators and normally assures air movement the house is 1,350 square feet, each net inlet and
even on windless days or nights, outlet ventilating area should be 1,350 divided by

Recommended ventilating areas.--The mini- 900 or 1-1/2 square foet.
mum amount of attic or roof space ventilation If ventilators are protected with No. 16-mesh
required is determined by the total ceiling area. insect screen and plain metal louvers, table 3,
These ratios are shown in figures 25, 26, and 27 the gross area Is 2 x 1-1/2 or 3 square feet, When
for various types of roofs. The use of both inlet one outlet ventilator is used at each gable end,
and outlet ventilators Is recommended whenever each should have a gross area of 1-1/2 square
possible. The total net area of ventilators Is feet (3 divided by 2). When distributing the soffit
found by application of the ratios shown in figures Inlet ventilators to three on each side, for a small
25, 26, and 27. The total area of the ventilators house (total of 6), each ventilator should have a
can be found by using the data in table 3. Divide gross area of 0.5 square feet. For long houses,
this total area by the number of ventilators used use 6 or more on each side.
to find the recommended square-foot area of each. n,.-. ventilators in the eo~t

For example, a gable roof cimilar to figure may consist of several designs, ItIs goodpractiloe
25,13 with inlet and outlet ventillators has a Rmini- to distribute them as much as possible toprevent
mum required total inlet and outlet ratio of 'dead* air pockets In the attic where moistore
1/900 of the ceiling area. If the ceiling area of
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Figure 24.--instaliing celling insulation and vapor barrier: A, Vapor barrier and
insuiation; and B, airway for ventil,ation. M 139 231

RAAT OT TOTAL

tAO ELEVATIONS CROSS SECTIONS SIDE ELEVATIONS VUNLALTTOI ON£,
TO CEILLA AREA

I'T N

Figure 25.--Ventilating areas of gable roofsi An Louvers in end wvlo la s louvers in end
wals with on ad a i say eaves: C Ia ouvers at end walls with 2dd1one openings
at eaves and dormers. CrOss section of Cshows free opening for air movement between

roof boards and ceiling insulation of atTic room, tM 8"6. r

2?
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RA7O OF TOTALmlNIlmv NETr
ENO ELEVATIONS CROSS SECTIONS SIOE ELEVATIONS VENTATM AREA

MO CEMLUM AREA

A

8

Figure 26.--Ventilating areas of hip roofs: A, inlet openings beneath eaves and outlet
vent near peak; B, inlet openings beneath eaves and ridge outlets. M 87626 F

RATIO O TOTAL
MVINIMVUM NET

ENO EL EVATIONVS CROSS SECTIONS SlOE EL EVA TIONS VENTILATOR AREA
70 CEILING AREA

-,AIRWAV Y__ _INE O Q

tA8oINEOWA

B

A NWA Y

c m---
Figure 27.--Ventllntlng area of flat roofs: A, Ventilator openings under overhanging

eaves where ceiling and roof Joists are comblned; 13, for roof with a parapet where roof

and ceiling Joists are separate; C, for roof with ; parapei where rmof And ceiling
Joists are combined. M 87627 r
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VENT

A SIDING

, ng FIT-- veni . VENT

S/ ~VENT C
S• PERFORATED

S~HARDBOARD
SOFFIT"

Sr----SIDING

Figure 2B.--Inlet ventilators In soffits: A, Continuous vent; B, round vents; C_, pe.-forated;
Dsingle ventilator. H• 139 214

might oolloct, A continuous screened slot, figure ceiling joists. Locate the openings away from the
'28,A, satisfies this requirement. Small screened will line to minimise the possible entry of wind-
openings might also be used, figure 28A. Con- driven snow. A soffit consisting of perforated
tinuous slots or Individual ventilators between hardboard, figure 29,C, can also be used to
roof members should be used for flat- roof houses advantage but holes should be no latrer than
where roof memlbrs serve as beth rafters and

9,



1/8 inch in diameter. Small metal frames with
SCRENED ENTscreened openings are also available and may be

or"I29GARDused in soffit areas, figure 28D. For open cornice
ftAVE11 EXTENSION design, the use of a frieze board with screen

ventilating slots would be satisfactory, figure 29.
Perforated hardboard might also be used for this
purpose. The recommended minimum inlet venti-
lating ratios shown In figures 25. 26, and 27 should
be followed In determining total net ventilating

311 INGareas for both inlet and outlet ventilators.
.~ Outlet ventilators.--Outlet ventilators to be

most effective should be located as close to the
Figure 29.--Frieze ventilator highest portion of the ridge as possible. They n,
(for- open cornice). M 139 230 be placed in the upper wall section of a gable-

,-TRIANGULAR (ADJUSTABLE)
(SCREENED)

RECTA NGU LAR

SCREENED VENTS

Figure 30.--Gable outlet ventilators I A. TrIangular gable end ventlletorj 6 rectangular
gable end ventilator; 2 soffl t ventlTators. M 139 228
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roofod house in various forms as shown in (modified hip) (fig. 31,C). Protection from blowing
figure 30,A and 13. In wide gable-end overhangs rinow must be considered, which often restricts
wi~th ladder framing, a number of screened open- the use of a continuous ridge vent. Locate the
ings can be located In the soffit areE. of the look- single roof ventilators (fig. 31,A and B) along the
outs (fig. 30,C). Ventilating openings to the attic ridge toward the rear of the house so they are
space should not be restricted by blocking. Outlet not visible from the front. Outlet ventilators
vcntilators on gable or hip roofs might also con- might also be located in a chimney as a false flue
sist of some type of roof ventilator (fig. 31,A and which has a screened opening to the attic area.
B). I-lip roofs can utilize a ventilating gable

PRTCE

SCREEN

rliro 1.-Plqo u~~ vntI~tr~:ALow'~ihoett tyoRIDGpiE vn no ye

C, modfied ip votlintLOUVER9E21

VETLAO



turn, tends to keep attic temperature only slightly

above outdoor temperatures. This combination of
good ventilation and insulation is the answer to

reducing ice dam problems.
Another protective measure is provided by the

use of a flashing material. A 36-inch width of
provide such added protection (fig. 32,B).

A to unheated areas such as attic spaces should be
treated to resist water vapor movement as well
as to minimize heat loss. This includes the use
of insulation and vapor barriers on all wall areas,

W. ... adjacent to the cold a•ttic (fig. 33). Vapor barriers
"should face the warm side of the room. In addition,
some means should be used to prevent heat and
vapor loss around the perimeter of the door. One

6method is through some trpe of weather strip
(fig. 33). The door Itself should be given several
finish coats of paint or varnish which will resist
the movement of water v:ipor. Table 1 lists a
number of coatings which provide some vapor

resistance.
B

Figure 32.--Ice dams: A, Insufficient
Insulation and ventilation can cause
ica dams and water damage; B, good
ventilation, iýnsulation, and roof
flashing minimize problems. M 134 787 1,

"IF VAPOR BARRIER

Other Protective Measures' ~~~~~HEATED \ '; ."I'

SIDE_______it ~.- HEADER

Snow and ice dams.--Water leakage into walls
and interiors of houses in the snow belt areas of CASING HEAO jAMBI

the country is sometimes caused by ice dams and
is often mistaken for condensation. Such problems WEAT.4RSTRIP

occur after heavy snowfalls, followed by tempera- STO

tures somewhat below freezing when there is
sufficient heat loss from the living quarters to
melt the snow along the roof surface. The water
moves down the roof surface to the colder over- USDE

hang of the roof where it freezes. This causes a
ledge of tre and backs up water, which can enter D (0000 PANT OR VAPOR-

the wall or drip down onto the ceiling finish (fig.],7 RESISTANT COAT•NO•S)

32,A).
Ice dam problems can be minimized If not

e•tircly eliminated. By reducing attic tempera-
tures by adequate insulation and ventilation, snow
melting at the roof surface is greatly reduced.
Good insulation, 0 Inches or more in the northern
sections of the country, greatly reduces hoat loss Figure 33.--Insulating door to unheated
from the house proper. Adequate ventilation, In attic space, M 139 238
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If further resistance to heat loss is desired, a
covering of 1/2 inch or thicker rigid insulation,
such as insulation board or foamed plastic, can
be attached to the back of the door. t

Protection at outlet boxes.--Outlet or switch CONVECTION� CONDENSATE

boxes or other openings in exposed (cold) walls t
often are difficult to treat to prevent water vapor VAPOR BARRIER-

escape. Initially, whether the vapor barrier is a
separate sheet or part of the insulation, as tight
a fit as possible should be made when trimming
the barrier around the box (fig. 34). This Is less INSULATION

difficult when the barrier is separate. As an
additional precaution, a bead of calkingcompound
should be applied around the box after the dry VAPOR

wall or the plaster base has been installed (fig.
34). The same calking can be used around the z
cold-air return ducts or other openings in exterior OUTLET BOX
walls. This type of scaling may appear unneces-
sary, but laboratory tests have shown that there INTjRIO_ EXTERIOR
is enough loss through the perimeter of an outlet
box to form a large ball of frost on the back face
during extended cold periods. Melting of this
frost can affect the exterior paint films. In the
colder areas of the country and in rooms where
there is excess water vapor, such as the bath and B
kitchen, this added protection is good insurance
from future problems. Some switch and junction
boxes are more difficult to seal than others Figure 35.--Results of water vapor lossaround outlet box. M 139 215

because of their makeup. A simple polyethylene
bag or other enclosure around such boxes will
provide some protection. Condensation problems caused by water-vapor

movement through unprotected outlet box areas
in exposed walls are often due to poor workman-

--.-APRE ship during application of the insulation. Figure
35 shows a section of exterior wall withthe vapor

/ barrier loosely stapled to the face of the studs.
Because of poor application, a small space is

I sometimes left at the top and bottom of the insula-

" T,'I ONT /OUTL.ET ooX tion in the stud space. WVater vapor escaping
""- through the unprotected outlet box travels by

I /convection, on the warm side, to the top of the
f wall, where it moves to the cold side and con-

./ I "CALKO denses on the inner face of the colder siding or
sheathing. Continued movement of vapor can

A 1saturate these materials and In severe conditions
cause decay. Buckling of single panel siding,
"such as hardboard or similar materials, can
result as moisture content of the material in-
creases. Such problems can be minimized by

"\ ,DP-fWAL.L 0o PL. AqI 'enveloping" of the inner face of exposed walls with
FIN154 ita vapor barrier, ats previously outlined (fig. 19),

Flquru 34.--Protection nround outlet boxes Sealing the outlet box In some manner will also
In exposed wl I s. .M 139 224 aid in restricting watpr vapor movement into the
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wall cavity, is not already present, place one between joists
Other openings.--The same principles used in .under the insulation. Make sure the vapor barrier

sealing outlet boxes should be applied toall open- fits tightly around ceiling lights and exhaust fans,
ings in an outside wall or ceiling. Openings may calking if necessary. In addition, increase both
include exhaust fans in the kitchen or the bath- inlet and outlet ventilators to conform to the
room, hot air registers, cold air return registers, minimum recommendations in figures 25, 26, and
and plumbing. Openings are also required in 27. Decreasing the amount of water vapor pro-
ceilings for light fixtures,. ventilation fans, and duced in the living areas is also helpful.
plumbing vents. Regardless of the type of opening, Crawl spaces.--Surface condensation in un-
the vapor barrier should be trimmed to fit as heated crawl spaces is usually caused by exces-
tightly as possible, sive moisture from the soil or from warm humid

air entering from outside the house. Toeliminate
this problem, place a vapor bp.rrier over the soil

HOW TO MINIMIZE EXISTING as s'hown in figure 14; if necessary, use the

CONDENSA ON PROBLEMS proper amount of ventilation as recommended in
table 2.

Concrete slabs.--Concrete slabs without radi-
ant heat are sometimes subjected to surface

Condensation problems can be eliminated by condensation in late spring when warm humid air
specifying proper construction details during enters the house. Because the temperature :f some
planning of the house. Correct placement of vapor areas of the concrete slab or its covering is
barriers, adequate insulation, the use of attic below the dewpoint, surface condensation can
ventilation, and other good practices can be occur. Keeping the windows closed dui~ngthe day,
incorporated at this time. These recommendations using a dehumidifier, and raising the inside
have been outlined and illustrated in the preceding temperature aid in minimizingthis problem. When
sections. However, when one or more of these the concrete slab reaches normal roomtempera-
details have not been included inanexistinghouse tures, this inconvenience is eliminated.
and condensation problems occur, they are often
more difficult to solve. Nevertheless, there are
methods which can be used to minimize such Reducing Relative Humidity
condensation problems after the house has been
constructed. Reducing high relative humidities within the

house to permissible levels is often necessary
to minimize condensation problems. Discontinuing

Visible Condensation the use of room-size humidifiers or reducing
the output of automatic humidifiers until conditions

Glass surfaces.--Visible surface condensation are improved is helpful. The use of exhaust fans
on the interior glass surfaces of windows can be and dehumidifiers can also be of value in elimi-
minimized by the use of storm windows or by nating high relative humidities within the house.
replacing single glass with insulated glass. How- When possible, decreasing the activities which
ever, when this does not prevent condensation on produce excessive moisture, as discussed in a
the surface, the relative humidity in the room previous section, is sometimes necessary. This
must be reduced. Drapes or curtains across the is especially important for homes with electric
windows hinder rather than help. Not only dothey heat.
increase surface condensation because of colder -Concealed condensaton.--Concealedcondensa-
glass surfaces, but they also prevent the air tion is, in essence, a surface or similar conden-
movement that would warm the glass surface and sation that takes place within a component such
aid in dispersing some of the moisture, as a wall cavity when a condensing surface is

Attic areao.--Condonsation or frost on pro- below the dowpoint, it cold weather, condensation
truding nails, on the surfaces of roof bqtrds, or often forms as frost. Such conditions can cause
other members in attic areas normally indicates staining of siding and peeling of the paint and
the escape of excessive amounts of water vapor often decay in severe and sustained conditions.
from the heated rooms below. If a vapor barrier These problems are usually not detected until
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Slriig aifter the heating season has ended. Instal-

I i ng a nonpermealble metal or plastic siding Is not SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

a solution, but only hides the symptoms. The

remedies and solutions to the problems should

be tatkcai care of before repainting Is attempted. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and

Seýveral methods might he used to correct this Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHlllA,)

p roilecin: 1967. Hlandbook of Fundamentals, IHeating,

(1) Rieduce or control the relative humidity Refrigerating, Ventilating, and Air

within the house as previously discussed. Conditioning. 544 pp.

(2) improve the vapor resistance of the wall Anderson, L. 0.
and ceiling by adding a vapor barrier between 1970. Wood-Frame House Construction. U.S.

the ceiling joists. Add a vapor-resistant paint Dept. Agr., Agr. Handh. No. 73.

coatilg to the interior of walls (table 1). Building Research Advisory Board

(3) Improve attic ventilation (figs. 25, 26, and 1952. Condensation Control in Buildings. Nat.

27). lies. Coune. 118 pp.

(4) When repainting the outside of the house, Lewis, Wayne C.

use permeable paints which allow some vapor 1968. Thermal Insulation from Wood for

movement through them (table 1). Buildings: Effects of Moisture and Its

Ice dianis.--Soveral methods can be used to Control. U.S.D.A. Forest Serv. lies.

miilmize this problem caused by melting snow. Pap. FPL 86. 42 pp. Forest Products

By reducing the attic temperatures in the winter Lab., Madison, Wis.

so that they are only slightly above outdoor
temperatures, most ice dams cas he eliminated.
rhis can be accomplished in the following manner:

(1) Add insulation to the ceiling area In the

attic to reduce heat loss from living areas below.

This ardded insulation and ventilation will also be
helpful by reducing summer temperatures in the

living areas below.
(2) P~rovide additional Inlet ventilation in the

soffit area of the cornice as well as better out',et
ventilation near the ridge.

(3) When reroofing, use a flashing strip of 36-
inch-wide roll roofing paper of 45-pound weight
along the eave line before reshingling. While this

does not prevent Ice dams, It Is a worthwhile
precaution.

(4) U~ndier severe conditions, or when only some

portions of a roof produce Ice daims (such as at

valleys), the use of electric-thermal wire laid In

a zig-zag pattern and In gutters may prove effec-

tive. The wire Is connected and heated during

periods of snowfall and tit other times as needed

to maintain channels for drainage.
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GL OSSA RY OF CONDENSA TION (c) ilijid.--lnc~udes insulating board or' other
materials In sheet or block form. Often

AND HOUSING TERMS used tie sheathing materIal. its primecter
Insulation, etc.

Condensation.-- Vroe water, frost, or lee ex- (d) ltefloctive.--A polished surface such ats

tractod from the air and deposited oin any cold alumlinuml [oil which has high rellectivity
surface. It may occur on the surface of a window and( low emissivity.

glass, for example (Surface Condcnsation), or k (see TIhermal conductivity)

on it cold inner face of wall shictthing (concealed 1).Lrm.--A measure of vapor movement through

condensattion), or- withini it material. iHxcessive it material, i.e. grains PCI' square foot per'hour

condicnsaition especially fin tbe wails, can cause per inch of mercury difference in vapor pros-

problems which often restlt in excessive main- sure at standiard test conditions.

tenlance. Ierrmeance.--[liate of water vaportasiio

Conduction, convection (see Energy transfer) thlrough a material, measured in perms. rhus,

Crawl spac .-- A shallow space below the living the lowecr thle permeanfce. the better the vapor

quart-et's of a1 house. It Is general ly not excavated b~arrier.

and may be constructed with a foundation wall LL--licesistance of a sub~staniiceor assembl13'tohecat

or with piers and a skirt board enclosure, transfer.

Dew point. -- 'i'he temperature at which the water Madiation (see Energy transfer)

vapor in space becomes saturated and canl hold le-lative hiumlitv!.--The amount of water vapor

no more moisture. Water vapor cooled below expressed as a percentage of the maximum

tile dlew point appearls in thle atmosphere Its quantity that could be presenit inthe atmosphereT

fog and Onl the surface as dew or, frost. at a given temperature. (The actual amount

E.nergy transfer of water vapor that can lie hold in space

Conducton.--Transfer of heat or, encrgrywithin Increases wvith thle temperature.)

an~d through a material (or gas) as a ressult Roll1 roofing.-- Roofing material composed of fiber

Of temperature gradiienlt. saturated with asphalt and supplied in 36-inch-

Convection.--Transfel' of heat energy by thle wide rolls which cover 100 sqluare feet Including

circulatory motion that occurs in a fluid or, a lap seam. It canl be ob~tained in weights of

gaý '!t - non-uniform temperature owing to 45 to 90 pounds per roll.

the variation of its density and[ the action of Sheathing paper.--A paper for use b~etween wood

gravity, board sheathing and the exterior covvring to

iladiation.--Transfcl' of heat energy in the form reduce air infiltration. Materials such as 15-

of waves or particles which have no effect pound asphalt felt or red rosin paper wvith a

onl the medium through which they pass. perm value of 5 or greater Is commonly used.

IlunildIficn.--A device designed to discharge noermal conductivity (k) -- Trhe amount of heat

water vapor into a confined spalce forthepur- expressed in British thermal units (B~i.Tl.)
pose of increasing or maintaining the relative that will pass through 1 square foot of uniform

humidity. It may be attached to the central material, 1 inch thick, in 1 hour when the

heating plant or consist of small room-size temperature difference between surfaces of the
units, material Is 10 P . The lower this value the better

fee dam.--Ice forming at the fave line0 irom the material is for Insulating purposes.
melting snow pocketing. Water which can eniter U.--Ovcirall heat transmfilss ion coefficient; thle
walls and cornice, amount of heat exp~ressed in Biritish thermal

Insulatlon.--N or mall y a low-density materiail units transmitted Ill I hour throuigh I square
used to reduce heat loss. It Is malde of wood foot of It building section fot, each degree
fl)iber cotton fiber, mineral or glass wool or, temperature difference between air- on the
fiber, vermalculito. expanded plastics, tin d Inside iind nil, on thle outside of tile bulilding
others. it is made In severatl forms including: section.

(a) P!eio~lkI.--in blanket or batt form.
(6) Lffij,--A loose form which can lie poured

or blown.



V:por b'arrier.--A film, duplex paper, aluminum
"foil, paint coating or other materials which
Vestrict thC- movement of water vapor from an
area of high Vapor pressure to one of lower
pessure. Material with a perm value of 1.0 or
less is normally considered a vapor barrier.

Vapor permeabilit ..- The property of a material
that allows the passage of water vaper.

Vapor, water.--Water vapor Is an invisible gas
present in valrying amounts in tile atmosphere,
There is a maximum amount that can be held at
a given temperature.

Ventilation.--The replacement, by outside air,
of the air within the building.


